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I. I NTRODUCTION
Microeconomic frictions between creditors and debtors are widely recognized as a principal amplifier, and an occasional source, of macroeconomic shocks. These financial factors
matter for the transmission of monetary policy, for asset prices, and for macroeconomic stability (Adrian and Shin, 2011; Gertler and Kiyotaki, 2011). So it comes as little surprise that
financial frictions have been found to have direct welfare costs that an optimal monetary policy should help to mitigate (Carlstrom, Fuerst, and Paustian, 2010; Cúrdia and Woodford,
2016). In practice, however, only a handful of inflation-targeting central banks say that policy
is set with the need to stabilize financial factors in mind.1 And those central banks that do pay
mind to financial stabilization in conducting their monetary policies—including Norway’s
Norges Bank, the Reserve Bank of Australia, and the Bank of Korea—state their objective in
broad terms, such as to counteract ‘the build-up of financial imbalances’.2 Broad objectives
are helpful to the extent that they allow central banks flexibility in combatting perceived risks.
But without a clearer sense of which frictions policy aims to address, and the trade-offs that
combatting them entails, questions on the appropriateness of such policies unfortunately have
few clear answers.
In this paper, we revisit the optimal design of welfare-based monetary policy in the presence
of financial frictions that impair the supply of bank credit to firms. We focus on the realistic case where financial frictions contribute to inefficiently low output in steady state, where
multiple nominal and real distortions may interact, and where there are multiple sources of
disturbance. Little is known about how, if at all, monetary policy should operate to reduce financial volatility in this environment. But a recent paper by Debortoli and others (2018; hereafter, DKLN) offers reasons to suspect that a straightforward translation of monetary policy
messages drawn from studies based on stylized model economies to an empirically-relevant
setting may not be warranted. DKLN (2018) establish that in a standard medium-scale DSGE
model, the optimal stabilization weight on output gap fluctuations is many times greater than
in the stylized textbook model. Their result highlights the potential sensitivity of model-based
guidance on optimal policies to precisely those conditions most likely to prevail in real-world
policymaking. We build on their approach to investigate what financial frictions—modeled
along the lines of Gertler and Karadi (2011)—imply about the optimal stabilization weight on
various measures of financial imbalances, and so on the financial stabilization objectives that
might be appropriate for central banks. Our results are based on a medium-scale DSGE model
estimated on euro area data.3
1 By

this we mean financial stabilization responsibilities for monetary policy beyond those of traditional lenderof-last-resort functions.
2 The Norges Bank states: ‘Inflation targeting shall be forward-looking and flexible so that it can contribute to
high and stable output and employment and to counteracting the build-up of financial imbalances’. The Reserve
Bank of Australia states that it sets its policy ‘so as best to achieve its broad objectives, including financial stability’ (Statement on the Conduct of Monetary Policy, September 2016). The Bank of Korea is required simply
to ‘pay attention to financial stability’ (the Bank of Korea Act).
3 Firms in the euro area are considerably more bank dependent than, for example, those in the US, which makes
our model particularly relevant for analysing the European case.
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Our main finding is that assigning a financial stabilization objective to monetary policy, alongside its traditional remit for inflation and output gap stabilization, yields welfare benefits
comparable to those of the Ramsey policy. A ternary financial stabilization objective is therefore highly desirable, as it delivers welfare outcomes that are close to the best achievable,
but with a remit that is easily codified and communicated. The key insight that our exercise
provides is that financial frictions are welfare-relevant, but at the same time, the structure of
the model, and the parameter estimates associated with that structure, imply that the macrofinancial trade-off is modest. As a result, it is possible for monetary policy to act to moderate the distortions caused by financial frictions at only a small net cost in terms of the remaining nominal and real distortions in the model. The extended mandate is robust along a
number of dimensions: (a) Although in our baseline exercise the objective of policy is banks’
loan-to-deposit spread, similar results hold for a measure of leverage, and for smoothing riskfree rates; (b) Our results do not depend on the existence of large financial shocks; And (c)
the welfare benefit of financial stabilization is relatively insensitive to the precise weight
the monetary policymaker might choose to place on the additional objective–so long as it is
greater than zero.
Our paper also demonstrates that when a conventional flexible inflation targeting strategy (a
dual mandate) is in place, central banks do best (in welfare terms) when they pursue an objective that is almost perfectly balanced between inflation and output gap stabilization. That
finding shows that the results of DKLN (2018), that the dual mandate ‘makes sense’, carries
across to a setting with financial frictions, and indeed for parameter estimates derived from
euro area rather than US data. However, the dual mandate remains materially inferior to the
Ramsey policy, and so to our financially-extended mandate. The intuition for our finding is
that under the dual mandate, policy attempts to stabilize spreads by placing additional weight
on output gap stabilization (relative to the case of a ternary mandate). That strategy works, to
some extent, because output gap stabilization and credit spread stabilization are somewhat
complementary. But the relationship is imperfect. As the output gap-inflation trade-off is
unfavorable, given the presence of shocks to price and wage mark-ups in the data, inflation
volatility is higher under the dual mandate, and welfare is lower.
In focusing on the role of welfare-optimal monetary policy in financial stabilization, we do
not mean to suggest that other, perhaps more pressing considerations, should be excluded
from monetary policy decisions in practice.4 Two sets of arguments are commonly made
against directing monetary policy towards financial stabilization goals: that it is harmful,
and that it is unnecessary. The first of these concerns, that it is harmful, is connected to the
often-heard view that the credibility of the central bank may be harmed if pursuit of a financial objective is seen to undermine its ability to stabilize inflation. If attention is diverted from
the inflation objective, so the argument goes, higher inflation volatility may lead agents to
doubt the central bank’s target. Such doubts would be accentuated by limited public understanding of the more-complex policy framework that the ternary objective would entail (in
particular, how the central bank trades off different objectives over time). Imperfect credibility is of real concern where monetary policy frameworks remain relatively new, or are under4 Smets

(2014) provides an overview of the debate in the literature on whether or not monetary policy frameworks should take into account financial stability objectives.
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developed, as is the case in some developing and emerging economies. On the other hand,
countries with established inflation targeting frameworks routinely adopt a flexible approach
that allows them to meet other objectives, as with the Norges bank and the Reserve Bank of
Australia, mentioned earlier. We are not able to settle the matter in this paper, as our analysis
is predicated on the assumption of perfect credibility on the part of the central bank. However,
we note that the same strong assumption underpins virtually all assessments of policy tradeoffs, and that compelling arguments for singling out financial conditions as a special case for
which it is particularly inappropriate are not readily apparent.
The second set of arguments, that a financial stabilization role is unnecessary, rests on the observation that macroprudential frameworks have become increasingly common over the past
decade. Macroprudential policy aims to short-circuit cyclical up-swings of financial vulnerabilities, such as high leverage, which can lead adverse shocks to be amplified. Under a set of
ideal circumstances, jointly optimal prudential policy can address financial frictions leaving
monetary policy free to minimize the distortions caused by nominal rigidities (Collard and
others, 2017). But as things stand, macroprudential frameworks remain incomplete in many
jurisdictions. Where macroprudential tools are used, often their primary purpose has been to
ensure ‘through the cycle’ resilience, rather than being adjusted for cyclical reasons.5 Further,
macroprudential powers often rest outside of central banks, raising difficult issues of policy
coordination that are addressed in other papers (De Paoli and Paustian, 2017; Laureys and
Meeks, 2018).
We must also mention a limitation of our paper. Financial frictions may produce conditions
that lead to discrete episodes of ‘crisis’, in which a collapse in credit and economic activity
can occur even in the absence of large disturbances. Financial crises appear to be associated
with a gradual build-up of financial vulnerabilities, and models in which this dynamic can
play out have been developed in several studies (Boissay, Collard, and Smets, 2016; Gourio, Kashyap, and Sim, 2018). The problem of whether and how to use monetary policy to
reduce the incidence of financial crises, often termed ‘leaning against the wind’, turns on a
complex cost-benefit analysis (see Filardo and Rungcharoenkitkul, 2016; Svensson, 2017).
However, the financial frictions we study do not give rise to financial crises. A fruitful way
to think about the results in the present paper is therefore that they apply to a monetary policy regime in which macroprudential policy has ensured that the system has a sufficient level
of through-the-cycle financial resilience to make crises irrelevant for second-order welfare
calculations.

Related Literature
This paper contributes to the literature that studies optimal monetary policy in the presence
of financial frictions. Two approaches have been used. The first is based on commitments to
optimal simple instrument rules. This literature seeks to understand whether such rules should
5 For

example, although the Basel III countercyclical buffer framework has been implemented in many jurisdictions, to date only a handful have set their buffer above zero (see the IMF’s Macroprudential Policy Survey,
https://www.elibrary-areaer.imf.org/Macroprudential/Pages/Home.aspx).
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include systematic feedbacks on financial factors when their aim is to either maximize social welfare or to minimize an ad hoc loss function which reflects the central bank’s mandate.
Cúrdia and Woodford (2010) find that while a Taylor rule augmented with variations in credit
spreads can improve upon the standard Taylor rule, while a response to the quantity of credit
is less likely to be helpful. Gambacorta and Signoretti (2014) report that a Taylor rule augmented with asset prices and credit can improve upon a standard Taylor rule. Gelain and Ilbas
(2017) looks at optimal simple monetary and macroprudential rules together, and considers
the gains that might be achieved from setting policy instruments in a coordinated manner.
The second approach is concerned with the analysis of optimal control policies when policymakers aim to maximize social welfare, or an approximation thereof. Monacelli (2008)
and Fiore, Teles, and Tristani (2011) analyse the non-linear Ramsey problem, while other
papers, including Carlstrom, Fuerst, and Paustian (2010), Fiore and Tristani (2013), and Andrés, Arce, and Thomas (2013) adopt the linear-quadratic (LQ) approach. The LQ approach
makes use of an approximation to social welfare, that in simple models has the advantage of
shedding light on what policymakers’ stabilization goals are. A consistent message from this
branch of the literature is that a summary measure of financial conditions—for example, a
lending spread, or the net worth of financially constrained agents—often appears to be of welfare relevance. (Precisely which measure depends on the nature of the frictions.) But it is also
the case that after calibrating the models in question, the optimal weight on such measures
frequently turns out to be (almost) inconsequentially small (Carlstrom, Fuerst, and Paustian,
2010; De Fiore and Tristani, 2013).6 In such cases, inflation volatility remains the principal
source of welfare losses, as in standard textbook models, and strict inflation targeting remains
(almost) optimal (Woodford, 2003). That quantitative result turns out to carry over to the case
of models that include capital accumulation (Hansen, 2018).7
The analysis in this paper differs from the existing literature in two regards. First, this paper
uses an alternative approach to address the question of optimal simple monetary policy design, as it considers whether it is welfare improving to assign a financial stabilization objective to monetary policy, alongside its traditional remit for inflation and output gap stabilization. Second, much existing work has considered small models that are analytically tractable,
but which give an at-best stylized account of dynamics, and which assume fiscal measures are
in place to ensure the economy has an efficient steady state. By contrast, this paper considers
an economy in which multiple sources of real and nominal rigidity interact and that offers a
coherent account of the data. The quantitative importance of financial frictions for the design
of optimal monetary policy that we find within our framework confirms, in line with the findings by DKLN (2018) in a medium-scale DSGE model without financial frictions, that policy
prescriptions based on small-scale models do not necessarily carry over to richer models.
6 For

example, Carlstrom, Fuerst, and Paustian (2010, p. 61) note that in their set-up, ‘the DNK nature of the
model implies that fluctuations in inflation are much more costly in welfare terms than variability of the output gap or the risk premium. Consequently, stabilizing inflation is near optimal even if agency costs are quite
severe’.
7 Hansen derives a quadratic approximation to welfare in a New Keynesian model with capital accumulation
and a costly state verification friction along the lines of Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997), under the assumption of an
undistorted steady state. Optimal deviations from strict inflation targeting are small in his set-up.
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Roadmap
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II sketches our DSGE model,
with a full derivation appearing in Appendix A. Section III presents our estimates of the model’s
parameters. The core of the paper is contained in Section IV, which sets out the approach to
monetary policy design, and Section V, which presents the welfare results for the dual mandate, the ternary mandate, and robustness checks. Section VI concludes.

II. M ODEL
The core of the framework we adopt is a standard New Keynesian model (for example, see
Smets and Wouters, 2003, 2007), to which we have added financial intermediaries (‘banks’)
in the manner of Gertler and Karadi (2011). The remainder of this section provides a brief
overview of the main features of the model, while the full details of its derivation are provided in Appendix A.8 To close the model, the behavior of monetary policy also needs to be
specified. This is discussed in Section IV.

A. Households
There is a continuum of households indexed by j ∈ [0, 1]. Each household j chooses consumption Ct ( j) and deposits Dt ( j), so as to maximize a standard utility function U separable
in consumption and hours worked Lt ( j):
)
(
1+ϕ
∞
L
(
j)
−
1
t
Et ∑ β t ψtb ln[Ct ( j) − hCt−1 ( j)] − χ
1+ϕ
t=0
subject to the budget constraint:
Ct ( j) + Dt ( j) = Wt ( j) Lt ( j) + Rt−1 Dt−1 ( j) + Tt ( j) + Πt ( j)
where Rt−1 is the gross real return from period t − 1 to t, Wt is the real wage, Tt is lump sum
taxes, Πt is the net profit from ownership of both firms and banks, and ψtb is an inter-temporal
preference shock that follows an AR(1) process.

B. Production
There are three types of firms in the economy: intermediate good producers, capital producers, and retailers. Intermediate good producers use capital and labor as input to produce goods
that are used as input by retailers. Those retailers in turn produce differentiated retail goods,
8 An

overview of the parameters can be found in Table 2 and 3 in Section III
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which end up being packaged into final goods. Capital producers use final goods to produce
capital.

Intermediate good producers
These firms operate in a perfectly competitive market and produce goods using a technology
represented by the production function Yt = At (Ut Kt−1 )α (Ltd )1−α , where Ut is the utilization
rate, Kt−1 is the amount of capital used in production at time t, Ltd is labor input, and At is an
aggregate technology shock that follows an AR(1) process.
Using an end-of-period stock convention, the timing of events runs as follows: at time t − 1,
firms acquire capital Kt−1 for use in production the following period. In order to finance the
capital purchases each period, firms obtain funds from banks against perfectly state-contingent
securities St−1 , at a price of Qt−1 per unit. They face no frictions in obtaining these funds. At
the start of time t, shocks are realised. Firms choose the amount of labor input Ltd , and how
hard to work their machines (their utilization rate Ut ). After production in period t, they sell
back the capital they have used to capital goods firms: undepreciated capital is sold back at
the price Qt ; depreciated capital is gone.
Conditional on their choice of capital, the firm’s profit maximization problem at time t is
thus:
Pm,t
At (Ut Kt−1 )α (Ltd )1−α − a (Ut ) Kt−1 −Wt Ltd
max
Lt ,Ut Pt
where Pm,t is the price of the intermediate goods, Pt is the price of final goods, and a (Ut ) are
the utilization costs of capital expressed in terms of final goods.9

Capital producers
Capital producing firms are owned by households and operate in a perfectly competitive market. They take It units of final goods and transform them into new capital goods according to
the technology:
"

2 #
It
κ
x
−1
It
Kt = [1 − δ ] Kt−1 + ψt 1 −
2 It−1
where δ is the capital depreciation rate, and ψtx is an investment-specific technology shock
that follows an AR(1) process. The capital producers sell the newly build capital to the intermediate good producers at price Qt . The latter is determined endogenously because of investment adjustment costs. The objective of a capital producer is to choose It such as to maximize

9 The

capital choice problem is static because there are no adjustment costs at the intermediate good producer
level. The functional form for the utilization cost is described in Appendix A.
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the present value of expected profits:
(
∞

Et

∑ Λt,t+k

"

x
1−
Qt+k ψt+k

k=0

κ
2



It+k
It+k−1

)
2 #
It+k − It+k
−1

where Λt,t+k ≡ β k Uc,t+k /Uc,t is the household’s stochastic discount factor.

Retailers
There is a continuum of retailers indexed by r ∈ [0, 1] that are owned by households and operate in a monopolistically competitive environment. Each retailer r produces a differentiated
good by transforming one unit of intermediate output into one unit of retail output. These
differentiated retail goods are packaged by goods aggregators into a composite, i.e. the final
good, using a CES production function. Profit maximization by the goods aggregators, who
operate in a perfectly competitive market, gives rise to the following demand for each variety
of retail good r:


Pt (r) −ε d
Yt (r) =
Yt
(1)
Pt
where:
Ytd

Z
=
0

1

Yt (r)

ε−1
ε

ε
 ε−1

dr

Z
and

Pt =

0

1

1−ε

Pt (r)

1
 1−ε

dr

The prices of retail goods can be reset in each period with probability 1 − γ. When they cannot be reset, they are partially indexed to past price inflation. Retailers choose their price
Pt∗ (r) so as to maximize their profit:



∞
Pt∗ (r)
k
− MCt+k Yt+k (r)
max
Et ∑ γ Λt,t+k
Xt+k
Pt+k
Pt∗ (r)
k=0
subject to the demand for retail good r given by Eq. ((1)), and where MCt = Pm,t /Pt is the real
marginal cost, and:
(
ι
if k ≥ 1
∏ks=1 Πt+s−1
Xt+k ≡
1
if k = 0
where Π ≡ Pt /Pt−1 . After solving the problem a price mark-up shock, which follows an
ARMA(1,1) process, is introduced.10

10 To

allow the model to be written in recursive form, we follow the standard approach of directly introducing the
shock in the first-order condition instead of at an earlier stage (see also Appendix A.2).
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C. Labor market and wage setting
The labor input of the intermediate good producers is a CES composite of household labor
types. Labor aggregators, who operate in a perfectly competitive market, hire the labor supplied by each household j, package it, and sell it to the intermediate goods firms. Profit maximization by the labor aggregators gives rise to the following demand for each type of labor
j:


Wt ( j) −εw d
Lt
(2)
Lt ( j) =
Wt
where:
Ltd

Z
=
0

1

Lt ( j)

εw −1
εw

 ε εw−1

Z

w

dj

and

Wt =

0

1

1−εw

Wt ( j)

 1−ε1

w

dj

Nominal wages are sticky and can be reset in each period with probability 1 − γw . When they
cannot be reset, they are partially indexed by past price inflation. Each household j chooses
their wage Wt∗ ( j) such as to maximize their utility:
)
(
1+ϕ
∞
L
(
j)
t+k
b
˜ Wt∗ ( j)Lt+k ( j) − ψt+k
max Et ∑ (β γw )k Uc,t+k ( j)Xt+k
χ
1+ϕ
Wt∗ ( j)
k=0
subject to the demand for their labor type (equation (2)), and where:
(
Πιw
if k ≥ 1
∏ks=1 Πt+s−1
t+s
X̃t+k ≡
1
if k = 0
After solving the problem a wage mark-up shock, which follows an ARMA(1,1) process, is
introduced.11

D. Banks
The banking sector is modelled following Gertler and Karadi (2011). Banks are special in this
economy as bank deposits are the sole vehicle for direct household saving, and bank loans are
required by intermediate good firms for the purchase of capital. On the asset side of their balance sheets, each bank i holds state-contingent claims on capital employed by firms (‘primary
securities’, denoted by St (i)) which have mark-to-market value Qt (also the relative price of
capital goods). They fund their assets with deposits obtained from households Dt (i), and their
own internal net worth Nt (i). Their balance sheet identity at the end of period t is therefore:
Qt St (i) = Dt (i) + Nt (i).

11 The

rationale is identical to that for the introduction of the price mark-up shock.
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Over time, the bank accumulates net worth from the spread earned between returns on assets
and the risk-free interest paid on deposits. So net worth can be expressed as:
Nt (i) = (Rs,t − Rt−1 ) Qt−1 St−1 (i) + Rt−1 Nt−1 (i)
where Rs,t is the gross return on a unit of the bank’s assets from period t − 1 to t, given by the
return on capital.
Banks are ultimately owned by households and run by household members known as ‘bankers’.
When they start a bank, bankers receive a transfer of resources from their ‘home’ household
in proportion ξ to existing bank assets, which forms their initial inside stake in the enterprise.
Bankers are replaced by ‘new management’ with probability (1 − σ ) each quarter to avoid
that over time they build up sufficient net worth to fund all investment. Upon exiting, bankers
transfer their accumulated funds back to the home household. Therefore, the banker’s objective is to choose the size of its balance sheet so as to maximize the expected present value of
the future payout to the home household:
∞

Vt (i) = max Et

∑ (1 − σ )σ k Λt,t+1+k [Nt+1+k (i)]
k=0

However, in choosing how much to lend the bank is constrained by the behavior of depositors.12 They place limits on the quantity of deposit funding they are willing to extend because
they are aware that bankers can take a hidden action to divert resources for their own benefit,
an action which will result in the bank going out of business. The extent of the private benefits bankers can enjoy is proportional to the overall size of their balance sheet. Incentive compatibility on the part of bankers requires that the ‘going concern’ value of the bank (V )—the
expected present value of the bank if it remains in business—exceeds the private liquidation
value of the bank:
Vt (i) > θt Qt St (i)
The parameter θt determines fraction of the bank’s value that can be ‘diverted’ by the banker.
We allow it to vary according to a stationary AR(1) process. In equilibrium, the incentive constraint binds, implying that the bank’s balance sheet is constrained by its net worth:
Qt St (i) = φt Nt (i)
The leverage ratio of the bank, φt , depends endogenously on the current state of the economy.
Finally, after aggregating over continuing and entering bankers, banking system net worth can
be shown to evolve as:
Nt = (σ + ξ )Qt−1 St−1 Rs,t − σ Rt−1 Dt−1
(see Appendix A.4).

12 It

is customary to think of depositors as belonging to households other than that of the banker herself.
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E. Market clearing conditions and aggregation
The market clearing conditions for the economy are:
Qt Kt = Qt St
Yt
Ytd = p = Ct + It + a (Ut ) Kt−1 + Gt
∆t
Lt
Ltd = w
∆t
where ∆tp is a measure of price dispersion, ∆tw is a measure of wage dispersion, and Gt is a
government spending shock that follows an AR(1) process.

III. DATA AND ESTIMATION
We estimate the model set out in Section II using macroeconomic data from the area-wide
model database (Fagan, Henri, and Mestre, 2005), and financial data from ECB’s Statistical
Data Warehouse and Bank of America Merrill Lynch. Our sample period runs from 1980Q1
to 2016Q4. We apply a number of data transformations prior to estimation, summarized in
Table 1. The macro data for GDP, consumption, and investment are transformed to a percapita basis by dividing them by the labor force. As the euro area does not have data on hours
worked, a variable that appears in the model, we use employment (expressed as a proportion
of the population) as an observable instead, and map it into hours worked using the same approach as Smets and Wouters (2003).13 Wages are deflated with the GDP deflator. We follow
Smets and Wouters (2003) by linearly detrending real variables. We linearly detrend the nominal rate and inflation separately, to take into account the fall in trend inflation and the neutral
real interest rate during the sample.14 To close the model for the purposes of estimation, we
assume monetary policy is conducted according to a standard Taylor rule.
The statistical model features eight orthogonal structural shocks, and three measurement errors (explained below). The structural shocks affect (i) total factor productivity (TFP), (ii)
preferences, (iii) investment-specific technology, (iv) government spending, (v) final goods
price markups, (vi) wage markups, (vii) bank funding, and (viii) monetary policy.15 All the
shocks follow AR(1) processes, except the two markup shocks which are driven by ARMA(1,1)
13 We

modify Smets and Wouters (2003, Eq. 37) to allow for indexation as in (Villa, 2016). The Smets and
Wouters scheme introduces a new parameter (γe ) that we refer to as the ‘Calvo employment’ parameter below.
14 Note that Smets and Wouters (2003) linearly detrend inflation, and then the nominal interest rate by the same
trend, but this only captures the fall in trend inflation. It is well established that the neutral real interest rate has
fallen over our sample period, hence we detrend inflation and the nominal rate separately, in order to capture
this.
15 Government spending shocks also capture movements net exports that our closed economy setup does not
capture. The shock to bank funding (θ ) provides a ‘purely financial’ impulse, which is necessarily absent from
standard models that omit financial frictions. The role that financial shocks play in our results is discussed in
Section V.C.
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Table 1. Data series, data transformations, and assumptions on measurement error

Series

Symbol

Units

Measure-

Transform

ment error
GDP/capita

Y

Per capita

No

Linear

GDP deflator

Π

Ann. % quarterly chg

Yes

∆

HICP

Π

Ann. % quarterly chg

Yes

∆

Consumption

C

Per capita

No

Linear

Investment

I

Per capita

No

Linear

Employment

E

Prop. of population

No

Linear

Real wages

W

Deflated by GDP price

No

Linear

R×Π

Ann. % points

No

Linear

Rs × Π

Ann. % points

Yes

Demean

Rs /R

Ann. % points

Yes

Demean

Rs /R

Ann. % points

Yes

Demean

Nominal short-term
interest rate
Average loan rate
to businesses
Investment grade
corp. bond spread
High yield
corp. bond spread

Notes: Sample runs 1980Q1 to 2016Q4, except for the high yield bond spread, which is quarterly
from 1998Q1. A ∆ in the transform column indicates a first difference.

processes. Following Boivin and Giannoni (2006), we map multiple observable series into
certain model counterparts.16 Specifically, we allow both HICP and GDP deflator inflation
to map into inflation (Π) in the model, and bank lending rates, and the yields associated with
two corporate bond indexes to map into banks’ return on assets (Rs ). The structure imposed
upon these observable variables therefore implies two common factors (one for each group)
and three idiosyncratic disturbances (‘measurement errors’) (one for each variable minus the
number of common factors). Additionally, we estimate loading factors as the yields and bank
lending rates have different volatilities. This largely reflects the differences in the underlying assets, from bank loans which are often collateralized, to volatile high-yield corporate
bonds.17

16 See

Gelfer (2019) for a recent application of ‘data-rich’ techniques.
set the investment-grade corporate bond yields as the primary benchmark, and thus calibrate its loading
factor to one, and estimate the loading factors of the other two observables.

17 We
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Table 2. Calibrated parameters and steady state targets

Parameter

Value

Remarks

α

Effective capital share

.330

Gertler and Karadi (2011)

β

Discount factor

.994

2.48% avg. annualized real interest
rate

δ

Depreciation rate

.178

21.8% investment-GDP ratio

ε

Goods elasticity of substitution

4.33

30% steady state markup

εw

Labor elasticity of substitution

4.33

30% steady state markup

ϕ

Inverse of Frisch elasticity of lab. sup.

1.0

Chetty et al. (2011)

σ

Quarterly survival rate of bankers

.940

Average lifetime of 16 quarters

Steady state targets

Value

Remarks

Steady state spreads

1.93%

Annualized rate. Avg. of
investment-grade spreads.

Steady state hours worked
Steady state G/Y ratio

1/3
22.2%

Proportion of time endowment
Average of govt. spending + net exports as a proportion of GDP.

Notes: Appendix C contains detailed expressions for the steady state.

We calibrate parameters that are poorly identified, or primarily determine the steady state of
the model (Table 2). The capital share α, the steady state labor supply, and the inverse of the
Frisch elasticity of labor supply are set to the literature standard values of 0.33, 1/3 and 1, respectively.18 The depreciation rate δ is set to .178 so that the steady state investment to GDP
ratio is equal to the sample average.19 Likewise, the sample average of government spending and net exports to GDP ratio pins down the steady state G. The elasticities of substitution
in the goods and labor markets are set to 4.33 to match a 30% steady state markup, and the
banks’ survival rate σ is calibrated so the average time taken to disburse the bank’s net worth
is 16 quarters. The sample average of the real interest rate is of 2.48% is used to calibrate the
discount factor β , and the sample average for investment-grade corporate bonds determines
the steady state spreads. Details of the steady state computations may be found in Appendix
C.

18 A

Frisch elasticity of 1 is the maximum value that Chetty and others (2011) deem to be consistent with the
micro-data.
19 This value is somewhat higher than the typical 2.5% value in the literature. However, we deem that matching
the investment-GDP ratio is more important, to ensure that in the steady-state, the proportions of GDP attributed
to consumption, investment and government spending plus net exports are realistic. This is particularly the case
when we calibrate the G/Y ratio to the sample average.
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Table 3. Prior and posterior distributions of estimated parameters
Prior
Parameter

Posterior

Dist.

Mean

SD

Mode

90% HPD Interval

Structural parameters
γ
Calvo prices
γw
Calvo wages
γe
Calvo employment
ιp
Price indexation
ιw
Wage indexation
h
Internal habit parameter
S/N
Steady-state leverage
κ
Inv. adj. costs
α2
Convexity of variable cap. util.

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Gamma
Gamma
Normal

0.75
0.75
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.70
4.00
4.00
0.25

0.05
0.05
0.15
0.15
0.15
0.10
0.50
1.00
0.10

0.7975
0.6478
0.8350
0.0315
0.2274
0.7976
2.2181
1.4562
0.7990

[0.7543
[0.6150
[0.8077
[0.0138
[0.1118
[0.7229
[2.0558
[1.1540
[0.6434

0.8870]
0.7601]
0.8619]
0.0908]
0.4030]
0.8432]
2.5034]
1.9215]
0.9005]

Taylor Rule parameters
Inflation response
Output gap response
Output gap growth response
Smoothing

Normal
Normal
Normal
Beta

1.700
0.125
0.063
0.850

0.10
0.05
0.05
0.10

1.6815
0.0189
0.1512
0.8384

[1.5896
[0.0037
[0.0728
[0.8216

1.8696]
0.0468]
0.2048]
0.8741]

Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta
Beta

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.80
0.80
0.20
0.20

0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.20
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.9358
0.4723
0.9583
0.9906
0.9936
0.9120
0.7156
0.1013
0.1290

[0.9088
[0.3051
[0.9503
[0.9796
[0.9877
[0.7852
[0.5815
[0.0566
[0.0679

0.9551]
0.6873]
0.9730]
0.9982]
0.9988]
0.9632]
0.7481]
0.1533]
0.1648]

Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma
Inv. Gamma

0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

0.0087
0.0227
0.0433
0.0215
0.0200
0.0086
0.0408
0.0013

[0.0076
[0.0162
[0.0396
[0.0199
[0.0171
[0.0062
[0.0328
[0.0012

0.0119]
0.0293]
0.0537]
0.0248]
0.0240]
0.0147]
0.0664]
0.0015]

Data-rich parameters and measurement error standard deviations
Loading on loan rate
Normal
1.000 0.200
Loading on high-yield
Normal
1.000 0.200
Meas. err. on loan rate
Inv. Gamma 0.001 0.001
Meas. err. on high-yield
Inv. Gamma 0.001 0.001
Meas. err on CPI
Inv. Gamma 0.001 0.001

1.5949
1.0262
0.0015
0.0076
0.0032

[1.4544
[0.7318
[0.0014
[0.0066
[0.0029

1.7417]
1.1872]
0.0018]
0.0086]
0.0035]

φπ
φy
φ∆y
ρr

Forcing processes
ρa
TFP
ρ pre f
Preference
ρivt
Inv. Spec. Technology
ρgov
Government spending
ρθ
Bank diversion
ρµ p
Price markup (AR)
ρµ w
Wage markup (AR)
ξµ p
Price markup (MA)
ξµ w
Wage markup (MA)
Standard deviation of exogenous shocks
TFP
Preference
Inv. Spec. Technology
Government spending
Bank diversion
Price markup
Wage markup
Monetary policy

σa
σ pre f
σivt
σgov
σθ
σµ p
σµ w
σr

ΛLoan
ΛHY
εLoan
εHY
εCPI
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To obtain estimates for the remaining parameters, we apply the Bayesian maximum likelihood techniques described in the textbook treatment of Herbst and Schorfheide (2016). This
requires us to specify prior distributions for the estimated structural parameters, and these are
described in Table 3. The priors mostly follow Smets and Wouters (2003). The posterior distributions were obtained via MCMC, using two chains consisting of 300,000 iterations each
and burning the first 150,000.20 Noteworthy differences between our posterior estimates and
those of Smets and Wouters (2003) include the lower values seen for price and wage stickiness, and indexation. This difference could arise from the choice of ARMA(1, 1) structure of
the price and wage mark-up shocks, whereas they use an i.i.d. structure. We elect to use this,
as the additional MA term better captures high-frequency movements (Smets and Wouters,
2007), but at the same time allows for some persistence through the AR component (which
absorbs some of the persistence through indexation in Smets and Wouters (2003)). This enables us to differentiate the persistence of cost-push shocks to inflation, against ‘intrinsic’
inflation persistence (Fuhrer, 2006). As inflation persistence affects the output-inflation stabilization trade-off, correctly differentiating it is important for our optimal policy exercises.
Certain estimated parameters require additional discussion as they do not feature in Smets
and Wouters (2003). The estimate for the steady state leverage ratio S/N is key. It determines
the steady state value of θ , which determines banks’ ability to pledge assets to their creditors, and the parameter ξ , which (together with the survival probability σ ) pins down the net
rate of transfer of resources between banks and households (see Eq. (C.1)–(C.1)). We chose
a prior leverage ratio of 4, as in Gertler and Karadi (2011) and Meeks, Nelson, and Alessandri (2017). This may appear low compared to the accounting ratios typically reported by euro
area banks. However, the discrepancy is reduced by focusing on real economy credit components of the balance sheet, and considering the narrow definition of regulatory capital used in
published leverage ratio calculations. Our posterior estimate of steady state leverage is 2.2,
which is the value that best accounts for the variability of lending spreads seen in the data.

IV. M ONETARY POLICY

DESIGN

The statutory objectives set for central banks are often defined in broad terms.21 To be made
operational, such objectives must be translated into quantitative form. Once a quantitative target has been set, policymakers must also choose how to regard deviations from their targets.
When objectives are stated as symmetric around the target, it is natural to formalize the central bank’s mandate as a quadratic loss function.22 In what follows, we will be concerned with
determining the weights that should be attached to individual terms in the loss function from
a welfare perspective. These weights will be said to constitute the central bank’s mandate,
20 For

the optimal policy exercises conducted later in the paper, we set parameter values to their posterior modes.
example, in Australia the Reserve Bank Act (1959) instructs the central bank to contribute to the ‘stability
of the currency’, and to ‘the economic prosperity and welfare of the people’, goals that are reiterated in the 2016
Statement on the Conduct of Monetary Policy.
22 For example, central bankers have been at pains to state that inflation below target is regarded as badly as
inflation above target (Draghi, 2016).

21 For
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as they capture the principal’s stabilization preferences by quantifying the rates at which the
central bank should trade off stabilization of one objective against another.
Formally, a mandate will be defined by the vector of coefficients M = (λ , ω) in the perperiod loss function:
Lt (M ) = π̂t2 + λ x̂t2 + ω fˆt2
(3)
where π̂t denotes (annualized) price inflation, x̂t is a measure of resource utilization, and fˆt
is a financial variable (to be elaborated on below), all in terms of log-deviations from steady
state. The first two terms are standard, and carry standard weights: that on inflation is normalized to 1; then λ ∈ [0, ∞) captures policymakers’ relative preference for resource utilization
versus inflation stabilization (see Clarida, Galí, and Gertler, 1999). The final term in ‘financial
volatility’, and its weight ω ∈ [0, ∞) are non-standard, and will be the focus of our attention
in much of what follows. The presence of a non-zero ω in the central bank’s loss function
implies a preference for smoothing the path of some financial factor as a policy goal in itself.
To provide quantitative guidance on the welfare-optimal design of monetary policy, we need
to compare the performance of alternative mandates. Ranking alternative mandates requires a
common yardstick, which we take to be social welfare. To compute social welfare, we follow
the approach taken by DKLN (2018). First, we derive a purely quadratic approximation of the
representative household’s utility by applying the method of Benigno and Woodford (2012).
The approximation is given by:
h
i
∞
∞
1
E0 ∑ β t [U(Xt )] ' − E0 ∑ β t Xt0W H Xt + t.i.p.
2 t=0
t=0

(4)

where Xt is a vector of model variables, including relevant leads and lags, W H is a matrix of
welfare weights for the representative household that potentially depends upon all the parameter values of the model, and ‘t.i.p.’ denotes a constant term independent of policy.
The values taken by the economic variables Xt depend upon the monetary policy P put in
place by the central bank. We think of P as a function of Xt that is a choice object for policymakers, and which closes the model—for example a simple instrument rule, or a targeting
rule for optimal policy (Svensson, 2003). The average, or unconditional expected, loss for
households under a policy P based on Eq. ((4)), is given by:23
Loss

P

i
1 h
0 H
≡ E Xt (P) W Xt (P) + t.i.p.
2
h
i
1
H
= trace W Σ(P) + t.i.p.
2

where the second line follows because trace(x0 Ax) = (Axx0 ) and the observation that both
trace[·] and E[·] are linear operators. The term Σ(P) is the variance-covariance matrix of the
model variables under the policy P.
23 We

use the standard approach in the literature of evaluating policies using the unconditional expectations operator, which has the advantage of not having to take a stance on initial values (see e.g. Woodford, 2003).
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The period utility of the central bank, given its mandate M and an arbitrary policy P, can be
expressed as:
Lt (M ) = Xt (P)0W M Xt (P)
(since its utility is quadratic), and where by assumption W M is very sparse (‘simple’). From
now on, we will assume the central bank’s policy is set optimally under commitment (the ‘op∞
timal control policy’). That is, the central bank selects its policy P, and therefore {Xt (P)}t=0
,
so as to minimise the loss associated with its mandate M :
h
i
∞
E0 ∑ β t Xt (P)0W M Xt (P)
t=0

subject to the linearized equilibrium conditions of the decentralized allocation (Eq. ((8))((34))). The M -optimal control policy is denoted P ∗ .
We now wish to evaluate the performance of mandate M in terms of social welfare. We do
this by effecting a comparison between the M -optimal policy, and the Ramsey optimal (or
H -optimal) policy. In general, the policy P ∗ that is optimal for M will not coincide with
R, the policy that is optimal from the viewpoint of social welfare, since W M and W H do not
coincide. The difference in social welfare between R and P is given by:
R

Loss − Loss

M

h
i 1
h
i
1
H
H
∗
= trace W Σ(R) − trace W Σ(P )
2
2

This difference cannot be positive, since the Ramsey policy by construction produces the best
achievable social welfare outcome. The more negative it is, the worse the performance of
the central bank’s mandate in terms of social welfare. Throughout the paper, we express the
under-performance of a mandate in terms of ‘consumption equivalent variation’ (CEV) units,
the percentage reduction in households’ lifetime consumption that they would need to suffer
in order to leave them indifferent between the allocation under mandate M and the Ramsey
allocation R.

V. Q UANTITATIVE R ESULTS
A. Dual mandate
We turn now to our quantitative assessment of optimal policy in the model economy set out
above. An interesting special case is that of the dual mandate. The dual mandate directs the
central bank to stabilize both inflation and the real economy, which corresponds to a mandate
MIT = (λ , 0). Such arrangements are typical in flexible inflation targeting (IT) regimes and,
because the Federal Reserve explicitly has a dual mandate, was the focus of investigation in
DKLN (2018). Looking at the dual mandate afresh in the context of a model with financial
frictions, and estimated on euro area data, therefore provides a useful point of comparison
with their work.
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Figure 1. Welfare losses of a dual mandate relative to Ramsey
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Note: The figure shows the welfare losses of a dual mandate relative to Ramsey, expressed in CEV units (%), as a function of policymakers’ preferences over output gap
stabilization (λ ). The black diamond shows the results under the optimal dual mandate
(minimum loss).

Fig. 1 plots the welfare losses of a dual mandate relative to Ramsey, expressed in CEV, as
function of policymakers’ relative preferences over inflation versus output gap stabilization.
The figure shows that strict inflation targeting (no weight on output gap stabilization λ = 0)
performs poorly relative to Ramsey, with welfare losses amounting to 1% of consumption.
Extreme dovishness (a high weight on output gap stabilization, λ  1) is also suboptimal,
albeit to lesser extent. However, welfare increases when policymakers pursue a more balanced approach. Losses are minimized when the value of λ is 1.005—very close to the optimal value reported by DKLN (2018) of 1.042 for the Smets and Wouters (2007) model.
That a ‘balanced mandate’ which places equal weight on inflation and output gap stabilization produces welfare outcomes that are close to those of a policymaker who directly aims
at maximising welfare is a clear departure from the case of the prototypical small-scale New
Keynesian model.24

24 Woodford

(2003) reports on optimal (annualized) value for λ = 0.048 under a standard calibration of a basic
model with no capital accumulation, nominal wage rigidies, or financial frictions, and in which subsidies ensure
an efficient steady state.
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Figure 2. The monetary policy frontier under a dual mandate
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Note: The figure shows the best achievable combinations of the standard deviation of
the output gap (x-axis) and the standard deviation of inflation (y-axis) for preferences for
output gap stabilization (λ ) in the monetary authority’s dual mandate. The values of λ
range from 0 (strict inflation targeting) to 2.4 (extreme dovishness). The black diamond
shows the result under the optimal dual mandate. The black square shows the result
under Ramsey.

Figure 3. The volatility of welfare-relevant variables under a dual mandate
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Note: Panel (a) on the left plots the volatility of the loan-to-deposit spread against the volatility of the output
gap(x-axis) as the policymaker’s weight on her output gap stabilization objective (λ ) varies. Panel (b) on
the right plots the same information for nominal wage inflation. The values of λ range from 0 (strict inflation targeting) to 2.4 (extreme dovishness). The black diamond shows the results under the optimal dual
mandate. The black square shows the results under Ramsey.
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The factors underlying the balanced mandate result may be understood by examining policy
frontiers (or ‘Taylor frontiers’, for John B. Taylor, 1979) for welfare-relevant variables. Policy frontiers trace out the best achievable (minimum) levels of volatility in a pair of variables
for different values of λ .25 Fig. 2 shows the trade-off between inflation and output gap stabilization. The frontier takes the conventional convex shape, and is particularly unfavorable—in
the sense that a given reduction in inflation volatility requires a larger increase in output gap
volatility—for values of λ below the optimal λ † = 1.005 (diamond). It is noteworthy that the
Ramsey outcome (square) lies well inside the efficient frontier, indicating that that particular
combination of output gap and inflation volatility would be achievable, but is not desirable,
under mandate MIT . This follows because the Ramsey policy takes account of all the welfarerelevant sources of volatility in the economy, not only those related to inflation and the output
gap. The structure of the economy implies that reducing volatility elsewhere necessarily entails higher volatility of inflation and the output gap.
Output gap stabilization is desirable because the output gap turns out to be a good proxy for
the stabilization of other welfare-relevant variables. As is well known, volatility in nominal
wages is important for welfare because households dislike the resulting variability in their labor supply (Erceg, Henderson, and Levin, 2000). Fig. 3 panel (b) shows that the volatility of
wage inflation decreases (almost) monotonically with that of the output gap as λ is increased
towards λ † (i.e. as inflation targeting becomes more ‘flexible’). As a result, the lower welfare losses that can be achieved by putting more weight on output gap stabilization, relative to
price inflation, are not only driven by a reduction in output gap volatility but also by a reduction in the volatility of nominal wages. DKLN (2018) report the same finding in the Smets
and Wouters (2007) model, and our parallel result—which is largely expected given the similar nominal frictions—partly accounts for the similar optimal policy prescriptions reported
above.
The welfare costs associated with imperfections in the credit market are also relevant. A key
indicator of the extent of financial frictions on banks is the loan-to-deposit spread. Higher
spreads imply a higher shadow price on the constraint, or equivalently a higher marginal
value of net worth. In turn, the tightness of the financial constraint imposes welfare costs to
the extent that it distorts the allocations of labor and capital in production. Fig. 3 panel (a)
shows that for almost all values of λ , excluding the case of near-strict inflation targeting, output gap and credit spread stabilization go hand-in-hand. In this case, there is no trade-off between them.

Summary of findings on the dual mandate
In summary, the dual mandate focuses stabilization efforts on the output gap and inflation.
The structure of the economy implies a trade-off between these variables. Strict inflation targeting produces poor welfare outcomes in this rich and empirically coherent model, in spite
25 This

approach has been used by Bean (1998), Clarida, Galí, and Gertler (1999), Erceg, Henderson, and Levin
(2000), Gambacorta and Signoretti (2014) and DKLN (2018), amongst others.
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of being near-optimal in a simplified textbook environment. As in DKLN (2018), we find that
an almost perfectly ‘balanced’ dual mandate performs best. Ramsey policy aims to stabilize
many variables, but under the dual mandate the policymaker’s focus is on inflation and the
output gap alone. Although fluctuations in wage inflation and credit spreads correlate with
those in the output gap, the relationship is imperfect. As a result, even the optimal dual mandate is materially inferior, in welfare terms, to the Ramsey policy.

B. A financial extension to the mandate
The central question addressed by this paper is whether a simple monetary policy aimed at
maximising welfare can safely disregard financial frictions present in the banking system
(over and above their effect on inflation and output volatility), which is the position in most
IT regimes. In this section we demonstrate that it cannot. We compare the welfare performance of the optimal dual mandate MIT with that of a mandate that includes a ternary objective. The extended mandate we consider, denoted MFF = (λ , ω) for ‘financial frictions’,
places a non-zero weight on the loan-to-deposit spread.26
The optimal extended mandate leads to notably smaller welfare losses relative to Ramsey
than the optimal dual mandate. Table 4 indicates a loss in CEV terms of 0.05% under MFF
versus 0.13% for MIT . In our economy, the presence of financial frictions makes lending
spreads welfare-relevant, and an explicit objective of spread stabilization so brings welfare
benefits. The relative weight on inflation versus output gap stabilization differs notably between the mandates: In the extended mandate, the optimal λ is more than halved from λ † =
1.005 to λ ? = 0.475.27 Intuitively, from a welfare viewpoint the need to lower output gap
volatility under an extended mandate is smaller than under the dual mandate, because at least
one of the welfare-relevant variables that is stabilized via the output gap is now stabilized
directly. An immediate practical benefit of the extended mandate is therefore that it downweights the importance of the output gap, a variable that can be challenging to measure in
real time.28

The result in Table 4 poses something of a challenge to standard inflation targeting practice.
It says that an interest rate spread is monetary policy relevant not simply for the conventional
reason that it helps to predict fluctuations in inflation or output, but as a welfare-relevant stabilization goal in itself. How robust is that finding? Fig. 4 displays the levels of CEV that re26 De

Paoli and Paustian (2017) derive the model-consistent quadratic loss function in a small-scale New
Keynesian model with financial frictions following Gertler and Karadi (2011) and find that welfare also depends
on the variance of the loan-to-deposit spread, in addition to the variance of inflation and the output-gap.
27 The absolute magnitude of the weights that appear in the mandates are not comparable between variables, as
average welfare losses depend on the product of the weight and the unconditional volatility of the variables in
question.
28 The quantitative relevance of measurement errors in the output gap is considered by DKLN (2018). They report that although welfare costs are higher, the optimal weight on the output gap is broadly unchanged.
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Table 4. Performance of optimal dual and extended mandates

xt : Output gap
λ

ω

CEV(%)

Strict inflation targeting

0

0

−1.007

Optimal dual mandate

1.005

0

−0.130

0.475

1.397

−0.050

ft : Loan-deposit spread
Optimal extended mandate

Note: Shown are the coefficients of the optimal (welfare-maximising)
†
dual mandate MIT = (λ † , 0) and the optimal extended mandate
?
?
?
MFF = (λ , ω ), along with their respective welfare losses relative
to the Ramsey policy, expressed in CEV units (%). For reference, the
relative loss in welfare under the estimated Taylor rule (without monetary
policy shocks) is −0.179% CEV.

Figure 4. Welfare losses under extended mandates
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Note: The figure shows the welfare losses of a mandate of the form π̂t2 + λ x̂t2 + ω fˆt2 relative to
Ramsey, expressed in CEV units (%), as a function of λ (x-axis) and ω (y-axis). Combinations of λ
and ω that provide welfare outcomes in CEV units that do not differ more than 0.05% are depicted in
the same color.

sult from combinations of λ and ω. CEV outcomes that do not differ more than 0.05% have
like shading, and lighter colors indicate smaller welfare losses.29 The optimal extended man? = (λ ? , ω ? ) is given by the black circle in the left-centre of the figure. There are
date MFF
29 We

adopt 0.05% as it represents the standard threshold used in the literature, following the proposal of
Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2007).
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three main findings: (a) For a wide range of values of λ , welfare outcomes can be improved
by moving from a dual mandate (ω = 0) to an extended mandate (ω > 0);30 (b) The finding that extreme hawkishness, and to a lesser extent extreme dovishness, lead to large welfare
losses relative to Ramsey carries over from a dual to an extended mandate; And (c) welfare
outcomes superior to those obtained under the optimal dual mandate can be achieved for a
large set of extended mandates.
The message contained in Fig. 4 for the design of monetary policy is very clear: In the presence of financial frictions, the dual mandate can be improved upon by extending the central
bank’s mandate to include a financial stabilization objective. Remarkably, once such an extended mandate is in place, policymakers’ preferences over output gap stabilization and financial stabilization are, within a broad set of parameter values, more-or-less irrelevant for welfare outcomes. It can be seen that for values of ω in excess of 0.2 or so, welfare outcomes are
not significantly affected by further increasing ω. At the same time, similar welfare outcomes
can be achieved for values of λ roughly between 0.2 and 1.

Quantifying the macro-financial trade-off
Insights into the mechanism behind our findings can again be gleaned by examining Taylor
frontiers, but now focusing on the macro-financial trade-off. We present two sets of frontiers.
In the first (Fig. 5), the weight placed on output gap stabilization (λ ) is held fixed, while the
weight on financial stabilization (ω) varies. In the second (Fig. 6), ω is held fixed while λ
varies, just as in Fig. 2. These two alternative views of the macro-financial volatility help us
to interpret the three-way trade-off that gives rise to the welfare surface in Fig. 4.
Our principal observation is that the macro-financial trade-off is modest: monetary policy can
reduce credit spread volatility considerably with a limited impact on macroeconomic volatility. Consider the case of inflation volatility (Fig. 5, panel a). Along the magenta line, the value
of λ is fixed at its optimal value under the extended mandate (λ † = 0.475). Putting more stabilization weight on spreads (increasing ω) necessarily reduces their volatility, but it also increases inflation volatility. However, whereas spread volatility is reduced from near 2% to
0.5%, the corresponding rise in inflation volatility is barely 0.1%. Fig. 5 (panel b) presents
a similar picture for the output gap: When ω is larger than the rather low threshold value of
0.065 (versus ω ? = 1.397), output gap volatility rises very little as spread volatility falls. The
value of λ is of little consequence; the blue line shows that the, macro-financial trade-off (i.e.
the slope of the respective policy frontiers) is near-identical when λ is held at its dual mandate level (λ ? = 1.005).
Another perspective on the same policy trade-off is that the inflation-output frontier shifts
out—becomes less favorable—under the optimal extended mandate, but that the shift is modest. Fig. 6 (panel a) compares the dual mandate case (ω = 0) with the optimal ternary man30 Appendix

F, Fig F.1 shows that when differences in CEV outcomes smaller than 0.05% are considered, welfare outcomes can be improved when moving from a dual to an extended mandate for any value of lambda.
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Figure 5. Policy frontiers for the financial stabilization objective
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Note: The panels show the best achievable combinations of volatilities in the named variables that can
be achieved for alternative weights on financial stabilization (ω ) in the extended mandate. The weight on
output gap stabilization (λ ) is kept fixed at its optimal value under the extended mandate (λ ? = 0.475)
in the pink line, and at its optimal value under the dual mandate (λ † = 1.005) in the blue dotted line. The
values of ω range from 0 (dual mandate) to 3.5. The black dot indicates the optimal extended mandate.
The black square indicates the Ramsey outcome.

date (ω = ω ? ). The frontier for the extended mandate case lies within the set of output-inflation
outcomes that were feasible under the dual mandate.

Our second observation is that the structure of the economy places a limit on how far policy
can reduce financial volatility. Although even a very small increase above zero in the weight
placed on spreads in the central bank mandate results in a material reduction in volatility, for
ω > ω ? subsequent gains are nearly nil. This observation follows from comparing the optimal
mandate (Fig. 5, black dot) with an alternative that has ω = 3.5 (× symbol). It helps explain
why similar welfare outcomes are achieved for sufficiently high values of ω (Fig. 4)—they
correspond to similar levels of financial volatility.
The welfare gains that are achieved from lowering the value of λ in the optimal extended
mandate are driven by having lower inflation volatility, at the cost of higher output gap volatility. Because the value of λ has almost no effect on spread volatility once some stabilization
weight is placed on them, the optimal λ depends primarily on the standard monetary tradeoff. This observation suggests that the finding that welfare outcomes under an extended mandate can be roughly invariant for a wide range of λ s (as shown in the light region in Fig. 4)
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Figure 6. Policy frontiers for the output gap stabilization objective
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Note: The panels show the best achievable combinations of volatilities in the named variables that can
be achieved for alternative weights on output gap stabilization (λ ). In the blue dashed line, the weight on
financial stabilization (ω ) is kept fixed at 0. In the red line, the value of ω is kept fixed at its optimal value
under the extended mandate (ω ? = 1.397). The values of λ range from 0 to 2.4. The black diamond
indicates the optimal dual mandate. The black dot indicates the optimal extended mandate. The black
square indicates the Ramsey outcome.

is driven by a range of combinations of inflation and output gap volatility leading to similar
welfare losses.
Finally, financial volatility under the optimal extended mandate is close to that under the
Ramsey policy. This can be seen by comparing the black dot and the black square in Fig. 6
(panels b and c). Spreads are also less volatile than under the dual mandate (black diamond).
However, this ranking does not by itself imply that it is desirable from a welfare point of view
for monetary policy to stabilize credit spreads. The central bank’s mandate contains only a
subset of the variables that are welfare relevant, and if the macro-financial trade-off were
large, the reduction in credit spread volatility to the level of Ramsey might lead to more inflation and output gap volatility than is optimal from the point of view of the central banker
who only cares about these three variables. As it happens, in our case the trade-off is small,
and it is optimal to reduce spread volatility.

Summary of findings on the extended mandate
Mandating monetary policymakers to stabilize a financial variable, alongside their traditional
objectives of inflation and output gap stabilization, is desirable from a welfare standpoint.
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Table 5. Performance of optimal dual and extended mandates for alternative measures in the
mandate

xt : Output gap

xt : Output growth (ann.)

λ

ω

CEV(%)

λ

ω

CEV(%)

Strict inflation targeting

0

0

−1.007

0

0

−1.007

Optimal dual

1.005

0

−0.130

0.400

0

−0.083

0.475

1.397

−0.050

0.350

5

-0.071

0.500

0.010

−0.059

0.360

0.024

−0.078

ft : Loan-deposit spread
Optimal extended

ft : Leverage
Optimal extended

Note: This table shows the optimal (welfare-maximising) dual mandate and the optimal extended mandate along with
their respective welfare losses relative to the Ramsey policy, expressed in CEV units (%). Two alternative measures of
resource utilization are considered: the output gap and (annualized) output growth. Two alternative financial variables
are considered: the (ex-ante) loan-deposit spread and leverage, defined as Qt St /Nt .

Even a small weight on a financial objective results in an improved welfare outcome, relative
to the dual mandate. Because the structure of the economy generates only a modest macrofinancial trade-off for policymakers, the gains from reducing financial volatility under such
an ‘extended’ mandate more than offset the losses suffered as a result of increased macroeconomic volatility. Under the extended mandate, policymakers optimally down-weight output
gap fluctuations, as they are an imperfect proxy for welfare-relevant fluctuations in financial
frictions.

C. Discussion of findings
1. The role of measures in the mandate
So far the focus has been on a mandate in which the output gap is included as the measure of
resource utilization and the (ex-ante) credit spread as the financial variable. In this section, we
consider the implications of including alternative measures that have also been discussed in
the context of ad hoc loss functions. In particular, we analyze a mandate that (i) includes output growth instead of the output gap as a measure of resource utilization, and/or (ii) includes
leverage instead of the (ex-ante) loan-deposit spread as a financial variable.31 Results are reported in Table 5.

31 Angelini,

Neri, and Panetta (2014) use an ad hoc loss function that includes both output growth and a measure
of leverage to analyse the interaction between capital requirements and monetary policy. DKLN (2018) also
analyse a dual mandate with output growth instead of the output gap as a measure of resource utilization.
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Figure 7. Dual mandate with alternative resource utilization measures
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Note: Each panel in this figure plots the value of a variable of interest (y-axis) that can be achieved for
alternative values of λ in the monetary authority’s dual mandate (x-axis). The variable of interest on the
y-axis is CEV(%) in the top left panel, the st. dev. of (annualized) price inflation in the top right panel,
the st. dev. of the output gap in the bottom left panel, and the st. dev. of the (ex-ante) credit spreads
in the bottom right panel. The blue solid line shows the values that can be achieved under a mandate
that includes the output gap as a measure of resource utilization, and the solid black diamond shows
the results under such an optimal dual mandate. The dashed green line shows the values that can be
achieved under a mandate that includes (annualized) output growth as a measure of resource utilization, and the unfilled black diamond shows the results under such an optimal dual mandate.

An optimal dual mandate with output growth instead of the output gap as a measure of resource utilization still outperforms strict inflation targeting in terms of welfare, as can be seen
from Table 5. Also, as shown in the top left panel of Fig. 7, the finding that extreme hawkishness and to a lesser extent extreme dovishness are suboptimal is robust to the measure of
resource utilization considered.
The welfare performance of the optimal dual mandate does, however, depend on the measure of resource utilization included in the mandate. In particular, we find that the optimal
dual mandate that includes output growth performs better despite output gap volatility being higher compared to the case in which it is included in the mandate, as can be seen from
the bottom left panel of Fig. 7. This finding, which is in contrast to the finding of DKLN
(2018) for the Smets and Wouters model, can be explained as follows. As discussed in Section V.A, the welfare relevance of the volatility in resource utilization also comes from it being a proxy for other welfare relevant variables. The bottom right panel of Fig. 7 shows that
output growth volatility is a better proxy for credit spread volatility than output gap volatility: a substantial reduction in credit spread volatility can be achieved for low values of λ .
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A lower value of λ in turn, reduces inflation volatility.32 As can be seen from the top right
panel, under the optimal λ , inflation volatility is lower than when the output gap is included
in the mandate. The lower inflation and credit spread volatility in turn contribute to having a
smaller welfare loss relative to Ramsey,
The finding that the welfare loss relative to Ramsey is smaller under an optimal extended
mandate than under an optimal dual mandate holds for the different measures of volatility
in resource utilization and financial volatility considered, as can be seen from Table 5.33 The
difference in CEV between an optimal dual and an optimal extended mandate is, however,
only larger than the 0.05% threshold when output gap volatility is the measure of resource
utilization. This finding reflects that output growth volatility is a better proxy for the welfarerelevant measures of financial volatility than output gap volatility, as discussed in the previous
paragraph. As a result, including the stabilization of such a financial variable as an objective
in and of itself does little to further reduce welfare losses.
In summary, in the presence of financial frictions the welfare performance of the dual mandate also depends on the extent to which the measure of resource utilization considered is a
good proxy for the welfare-relevant measures of financial volatility. The welfare gains that
can be achieved from moving from an optimal dual to an optimal extended mandate, also depend on that. Conditional on a measure of resource utilization, similar welfare outcomes are
achieved for the two financial measures considered.

2. The role of shocks

In this section, we focus on the shocks to aim to provide further insight into why an optimal
extended mandate outweighs a dual mandate. Table 6 reports the welfare losses relative to
Ramsey under both the optimal dual and extended mandate for alternative assumptions about
the type of shocks that are affecting the economy.
First of all, the results in Table 6 show that the presence of financial shocks is not the reason why the optimal extended mandate leads to significantly better welfare outcomes than
the optimal dual mandate. The difference in welfare outcomes between the optimal dual and
extended mandate remains roughly unchanged in their absence. So what matters for the superiority of the extended mandate is the endogenous propagation of the standard shocks, rather
than financial shocks being an important driving force. Also in the absence of investment specific shocks, which could be interpreted as financial shocks (Justiniano, Primiceri, and Tambalotti, 2011), welfare outcomes under and extended mandate are notably better than those
under a dual mandate. In sum, the superiority of the extended mandate appears insensitive to
32 The

extent to which a lower value of λ leads to lower inflation volatility depends on the trade-off between
inflation volatility and the volatility of the measure of resource utilization considered.
33 The optimal weight on leverage under the extended mandate is considerably lower than the optimal weight
on the loan-deposit spread. However, as pointed out in Section V.B, the absolute magnitude of the weights that
appear in the mandates are not comparable across variables.
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Table 6. The role of shocks

Optimal dual mandate

Optimal extended mandate

λ

CEV(%)

λ

ω

CEV(%)

All shocks

1.005

-0.130

0.475

1.397

-0.050

No financial shocks

1.010

-0.130

0.466

1.680

-0.046

No inv. specific tech. shocks

1.010

-0.113

0.490

1.750

-0.045

No markup shocks

1.450

-0.049

0.875

1.750

-0.030

Note: This table shows the optimal dual and optimal extended mandate for different assumptions about the shocks,
along with their respective welfare losses relative to the Ramsey policy, expressed in CEV units (%). In the "All
shocks"-case the variance of each shock is set to its estimated value; in the "No financial shocks"-case, the variance
of the financial shock is set to zero while the variances of the remaining shocks are kept at their estimated value; in the
"No inv. specific tech. shocks"-case, the variance of the investment specific technology shock is set to zero while the
variances of the remaining shocks are kept at their estimated value; and in the "No markup shock"- case, the variances
of both the price and wage markup shock are set to zero, while the variances of the remaining shocks are kept at their
estimated value. The measure of resource utilization in the mandate is the output gap, and the financial variable in the
mandate is spreads.

shocks resembling financial disturbances, even if the particular financial disturbance we have
in mind is too small to really be informative.
Next, we turn to the role of inefficient mark-up shocks. Welfare gains of an extended mandate compared to a dual mandate are particularly pronounced in the presence of inefficient
mark-up shocks. In the absence of such shocks, welfare outcomes under the optimal extended
mandate are still better than under the optimal dual mandate, but differences are small given
the notably improved welfare performance of the dual mandate. The latter can be explained
as follows. As discussed in Section V.B, in the case of a dual mandate the output gap serves
as a proxy for the stabilization of other welfare relevant variables, making it welfare optimal
to increase the weight on that variable in the mandate (λ ) even if it leads to increased inflation volatility. Importantly, in the absence of mark-up shocks there is a substantial reduction
in the trade-off between inflation and the output gap stabilization, as shown in the top left
panel of Fig. 8. As a result, an increase in λ leads to a considerably smaller increase in inflation volatility than in the presence of mark-up shocks. At the same time, the relation between
output gap and credit spread volatility is also altered in the absence of mark-up shocks. As
can be seen from the top right panel of Fig. 8, the combination of credit spread and outputgap volatility that can be achieved in the absence of mark-up shocks is not achievable in their
presence. Finally, the bottom left panel of Fig. 8 shows that the inflation-output gap trade-off
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Figure 8. The role of mark-up shocks
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Note:The top left panel shows the best achievable combinations of the standard deviation of the output gap (x-axis) and the standard deviation of inflation (y-axis) for alternative weights on output gap
stabilization (λ ). The top right panel shows the best achievable combinations of volatilities in the credit
spread (y-axis) and the output gap (x-axis) that can be achieved for alternative weights on output gap
stabilization (λ ). The bottom left panel shows the welfare losses of a dual mandate relative to Ramsey,
expressed in CEV units (%), as a function of policymakers’ preferences over output gap stabilization
(λ ). The values of λ range from 0 (strict inflation targeting) to 2.4 (extreme dovishness). In all panels,
the dashed blue line represents the case in which all shocks are present, while the yellow line represents the case in which all shocks are present except for the mark-up shocks. The black diamond
shows the result under the optimal dual mandate in the presence of all shocks. The unfilled black diamond shows the result under the optimal dual mandate when all shocks are present except for the
mark-up shocks.

is still sufficiently pronounced in the absence of mark-up shocks for extreme hawkishness to
lead to significantly larger welfare losses than those obtained for higher values of λ .34

D. Interest rate smoothing
In practice, central banks have proposed financial stability concerns as a motivation for interest rate smoothing.35 From a theoretical point of view, Teranishi (2013) shows that in a model
with staggered loan interest rate contracts under monopolistic competition, central banks have
an incentive to smooth the policy rate. Also De Fiori and Tristani (2012) find a role for interest rate smoothing, which they, however, report to be small.
34 This

finding is in contrast to DKLN (2018), who find that in the absence of mark-up shocks the divine coincidence approximately holds. As a result, welfare losses relative to Ramsey remain roughly unchanged for
different values of λ .
35 See Bernanke (2004) for a discussion of gradualism and interest rate smoothing.
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Table 7. The role of interest rate smoothing

xt : Output gap
Optimal dual mandate

λ

ω

ρ

CEV(%)

std(mro)

1.005

0

0

-0.130

13.17

0.400

0

17

-0.056

0.54

0.475

1.397

0

-0.050

4.04

ft : Change in policy rate
Optimal extended mandate

ft : Loan-deposit spread
Optimal extended mandate

Note: This table shows the optimal (welfare-maximising) dual mandate and the optimal extended mandate along with
their respective welfare losses relative to the Ramsey policy, expressed in CEV units (%). Two ternary stabilization
objectives are considered: the (ex-ante) loan-deposit spread and the change in the (quarterly) policy rate (∆mrot ). The
volatility of the (quarterly) policy rate under each respective mandate is also reported.

We now consider a loss function of the form:
M = π̂t2 + λ x̂t2 + ρ (∆mrot ) 2

(5)

where mro is the ECB’s short-term policy interest rate. Table 7 reports the results. We find
that interest rate smoothing is optimal and produces similar welfare outcomes to an optimal extended mandate with the loan-to-deposit spread. At the same time, welfare outcomes
are notably better than under an optimal dual mandate, despite restricting the policy instrument. As can be seen from Fig. 9, inflation and output gap volatility are, as expected, lower
under the optimal dual mandate (black diamond) than under the optimal extended mandate
with interest rate smoothing (empty black dot). However, spread volatility is considerably
lower when interest rates are smoothed optimally. Comparing spread volatility under such
a mandate with that under the extended mandate with the loan-to-deposit spread (black dot)
shows that smoothing the policy instrument is a reasonable proxy for reducing spread volatility in and of itself. Moreover, both inflation and output gap volatility are comparable under
the optimal extended mandates considered, explaining why similar welfare outcomes can be
achieved.
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Figure 9. Volatility as a function of the weight on interest rate smoothing
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Note: The green line shows the volatility of the respective variable under the extended mandate with interest rate
smoothing as a function of the weight placed on interest rate smoothing (ρ), while keeping λ at its optimal value under
that mandate. The solid black diamond is the optimal dual mandate without interest rate smoothing; the empty black dot
is the optimal dual mandate with interest rate smoothing; the solid black dot is the optimal extended mandate with the
financial variable being the loan-to-deposit spread. In all cases considered, the measure of resource utilization is the
output gap.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
We set out to assess the design of a monetary policy mandate in an economy beset by financial frictions, multiple real and nominal distortions, multiple shocks, and an inefficient steady
state—precisely those conditions encountered by real-world policymakers. We further limited
our attention to simple mandates, of the kind that can be operationalized and effectively communicated in practice. Our study is therefore in the spirit of Debortoli and others (2018), but
deals with the additional complications caused by the role that banks play in funding firms.
Our main result is that a simple mandate that includes a stabilization objective for spreads—
an observable proxy for the intensity of the underlying financial friction—produces outcomes
that are comparable to the Ramsey policy, which produces the best achievable outcomes for
social welfare. This finding is robust, and so provides a rationale for those central banks that
have identified trade-offs between macroeconomic and financial variables as being relevant
for setting monetary policy. This observation is true despite the fact that, in the model we
adopt, there are no discrete financial ‘crisis’ events, in which financial frictions produce occasional large-scale economic collapse.
Compared to the existing literature on optimal monetary policy under financial frictions, the
role we identify for financial stabilization is quantitatively much more important. In the absence of a ternary financial stabilization objective, we report that when financial frictions are
present a dual mandate ‘makes sense’, as in DKLN (2018), because a high weight on stabilizing the output gap implies greater stability in spreads. We further show that smoothing policy
interest rates, which double as bank funding costs, serves to raise welfare when financial frictions are present.
Our analysis inevitably omits consideration of other, equally important, concerns that central banks may have about pursuing a financial stabilization objective. We discuss some of
these in the Introduction. But of perhaps greatest relevance for our exercise is that in practice, it is not straightforward to capture the many sources of frictions that are present in complex modern financial systems. Even if attention is restricted to banks, the precise form of the
frictions—and the policy prescriptions that follow—could differ from those we assume. We
see the need for continued research that can establish the robustness of our results to reasonable alternative characterizations of financial frictions, and to realistic treatments of macroprudential measures used in concert with monetary and fiscal policies to improve macroeconomic outcomes.
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